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I tend to receive a recurring misconception about the Chinese labor market from 
overseas-based clients. This misunderstanding primarily affects overseas-designed 
provisional staffing budgets as well as the perceived value of quality of China-based 
recruitment agencies. In short, agencies are perceived to attempt inflating candidate 
packages for higher fees. While some rogue agencies do, there is a distinctive trend 
that the cost of Chinese talent is catching up with international benchmarks. 
 
China is an emerging Dragon, Shanghai, a crouching tiger… China is an emerging and 
developing economy. At least, it is its official status according to the International 
Monetary Fund's World Economic Outlook Report, dated April 2008 (1). Taking into 
consideration the measurement criteria, based on statistical indexes of element like 
income per capita, GDP, literacy rate and such, are calculated against the sheer size of 
its population, it can only make sense. 
 
Shanghai is, along with Beijing, Guangzhou and Shenzhen the economy’s locomotive. 
Having the status of “wealthiest” city in China, with a GDP per capita, above US $7,000 
for 2007, it is however still far behind any Major European capital (2). To give you a 
clearer idea, Shanghai’s GDP per capita is below a city like Istanbul, Turkey (3). Once 
again, keep in mind the size of Shanghai’s population (over 15 million souls) and you 
can understand that GDP per capita does not necessary reflect the reality of local white 
collars, which are far from being the majority.  
 
Another interesting piece of information is the Mercer's 2008 Worldwide Cost of Living 
survey (4), which gives us an idea on the rising costs of living in Beijing and Shanghai, 
with both cities present in the Top 25. The results, however not entirely applicable to 
local nationals, as based on expatriate populations, still gives us an insight on a certain 
reality of the local economy. That is, the gap in cost of living observed between a 
modern city like Shanghai and other “emerging” one, in China. 
 
Despite all these, Shanghai can still be considered as a “cheap” city, with low business 
operations related costs, minimal salaries requirements, and reasonable living costs 
below those of similar sized cities in US or Europe. 
 
The “Made in China” picture of low wages is still relevant today. Compared to wages in 
the EU or US, employing local nationals is indeed an affordable option. Looking at figure 
1 comparison of the median US, UK and Chinese total packages (salary + bonus and 
benefits) on some common positions, the point is made. At first glance, it quickly 
illustrates the cost-effectiveness of employing local nationals, considering we are talking 
about the “median” or average population, of course. It quickly demonstrates that 
employing the “average” local candidate can still be regarded as a cost-effective 
solution. 

http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2008/01/weodata/groups.htm#oem
http://en.beijing2008.cn/77/89/article214018977.shtml
http://wapedia.mobi/en/List_of_cities_by_GDP
http://www.mercer.com/print.htm?indContentType=100&idContent=1095320&indBodyType=D&reference=


 
 
If you pay peanuts, you get monkeys… No offence to anyone in particular, as this 
applies to pretty much anywhere around the world… But, If you take a closer look at this 
“average” labor market, as it is the one providing input for most official statistics, 
surveys and other reports that one can easily find online and, incidentally, the segment 
on which a lot of people base a provisional recruitment budget upon, you get a rather 
interesting picture... Simply put, by a fellow recruitment specialist, “the average 
employee in China does not speak English, he does not work in a foreign firm, he does 
not think outside the box, understand western reporting structures, go to a top university, 
or have a chance of getting hired into your firm…”(5). 
 
The average candidate has also the shortest retention potential, following a simple logic 
of job hopping for ever shinier titles and bigger financial packages, thus leaving a city 
like shanghai with a dramatic employee turnover at around 18 months and a managerial 
workforce with somewhat arguable overall managerial skills. If you are the decision 
maker of one of these multinationals, which are slowly initiating a shift toward 
management localization by cutting off expatriates’ budget plans, would you really 
consider handing over the keys to your financial, commercial or product development 
operations to an average candidate whom, however nice of a person, would most likely 
fail to properly relate to, understand or even communicate on basic day to day issues? 
 
No money, no honey… On the other hand, you have the candidates which are at the 
center of what is now known as the “Talent War” (6). These are candidates with 
bilingual English abilities, 5 to 10 years of solid people and projects management 
experience, strong overseas exposure, the ability to think in a systemic way, whom are 
fully acquainted with western reporting systems, can deal with foreign clients with the 
highest level of service quality, have graduated from top Western universities and can 
leverage on the added-value of their biculturalism. These are the candidates companies 

http://pign.net/index.php?hl=f5&q=uggc%3A%2F%2Ferpehvgvatvapuvan.oybtfcbg.pbz%2F2007%2F06%2Fguebj-njnl-lbhe-fnynel-fheirl.ugzy
http://en.news2u.net/release.php?id=00004115


are fighting over for in Shanghai, Beijing or other tier 1 cities, with packages narrowing 
closer to those in the US or Europe, and sometimes going well beyond. 
 

 
 
Figure 2 sheds some light on a more relevant picture of the Shanghai employment 
market (for top candidates), with key functions such as Finance, HR or Sales clearly 
aligning themselves on EU/US levels. This “headhunter’s” dream can quickly turn into 
an employer’s nightmare, if the latter does not properly understand the realities applying 
to the local market: An overall talented, self-motivated, creative, and experienced 
manager is a scarce resource in China, and a 28 years old sales manager making 
above RMB 1 million (EUR 100,000) is common. 
 
Assignments, I have completed, regularly cover positions for Financial Controllers 
around the RMB 500,000 (EUR 58,000) figure, HRDs in the vicinity of RMB 700,000 
(EUR 80,000) and many others, with financial packages often giving a new meaning to 
the common image of China as the land of cheap labor. You need to face the facts, if 
you want to buy yourself the next superstar everyone else wants, you will most likely 
have to fork out a substantial amount for it, at least, more than your competitors. 
 
Money can’t buy happiness…but you can definitely get yourself a top senior HR or 
Finance candidate, in China, for the right price… Sure, there are no comparisons 
possible between a Shanghai or Guangdong based factory worker and his counterpart 
in Europe, the US or Japan. China has and will continue to retain its image of “world’s 
factory” for years to come, with affordable labor costs and ever increasing quality 
standards. Nonetheless, good management, talented leaders and high potential profiles 
come with a high price tag, just like it would, in “Developed” economies. 
 
Companies that will successfully implement localization strategies, in the upcoming 
years, and leverage on the amazing opportunities this rapidly growing market yields; are 



the ones currently understanding that quality, experience and skills come at a certain 
price, in particular in the Chinese economic capital Shanghai is. 
 
A solid and ethical executive search firm, with deep networks, up-to-date market 
knowledge, and experienced consultants, is therefore a partner of choice to prevent 
your next hiring from becoming a time bomb, in your company’s development plan, or a 
pricey mishap that may not look great during your next board meeting. 
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